Jet Noise Reports, January 2015 – March 2017
Data gathered from reports filed on the San Juan County Jet Aircraft Noise Reporting website
http://sjcgis.org/aircraft-noise-reporting/
 Loudness Reports
 Reports of Noise by Hour of the Day
 Reports by Month
 Comments submitted with each report, revealing human impacts

The San Juan County Jet Aircraft Noise Reporting website was
developed and approved by the County Council to enable San
Juan County residents to have a reliable source for recording
and tracking their comments and complaints about jet noise
from Naval Air Station Whidbey Island.
Reporting began on May 15, 2014; data has been analyzed since
January 2015. Users of the website enter type of loudness,
date, time, comments, aircraft type, etc. Due to the variety of
devices used to submit data (e.g. desktop, laptop, I-pad,
smartphone), data such as time of day can be recorded
differently. Efforts have been made to standardize data. This
report is compiled monthly; some monthly data may change in
subsequent months due to late reporting which is not captured
until the following month. Errors in totals are estimated to be
less than half a percent.

Special Note: A number of comments reveal multiple incidents
of jet noise, but the report is only counted once. Thus, the noise
incidents are larger than the number of reports. Furthermore,
some residents have instruments that measure the decibels
inside their home, as seen in many of the comments. Noise level
is measured in decibels. For example, lawn mowers produce
around 90 dB. Traffic noise averages around 80 dB. As seen in
the comments over the past years, Growler jets are producing
anywhere from 65.9 to 118.4 dBA inside homes.

The number of Jet Noise
Reports for 2016 were 10.5%
higher than 2015.
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For example, reports submitted from 11:00 am through 11:59am are clustered in the 11 o'clock hour. Some reports do not include a specific time. For those,
related data may indicate Day or Evening. In some cases, time of the noise event cannot be discerned from entered data and is recorded as N/A.

Jet Noise Reports by Month
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The number of Jet Noise Reports for 2016
is 10.5% higher than 2015.
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This chart demonstrates the number of noise reports by day, from January through December, 2016. The Navy data persists in using “noise
averaging”, resulting in a low estimation of the sound/impact of the noise. As seen by this chart, there is no average level of noise. There are many
days when the noise is so excessive that reports are quite high. This is also seen in the comments, at the end of this document, when people report
“blasts”, “roars”, and high decibel counts. See also the data in this report on the type of noise reported, where “extremely loud” exceeds “low
rumble”.

Comments Submitted with March 2017 Reports.
NOTE:
Some residents have instruments that measure the
decibels inside their home, as seen in many of the
comments. Noise level is measured in decibels, with lawn
mowers producing around 90 dB. This is louder than traffic
noise -- which averages around 80 dB. Growler jets are
producing anywhere from 65.9 to 118.4 dBA inside homes.

Horrible fly over jet screaming over house. Representative
Larson you should be ashamed of the stress you cause to
Lopez residents - you are the main reason our quiet
beautiful landscape is gone from the island. Noise pollution
at its worst!
Flyover, 84.6dBA in the house.
Working hard on a research project today and I have
experienced disruptions due to excessive jet noise
overhead. The jet roar just blasts into this room and
startles me, and I lose my train of thought. Jet noise RIGHT
NOW.
Very loud jet; disrupted my work (video recording). When is
the Navy going to acknowledge these disruptions to work
and provide compensation for lost work time?
Flight overhead. Had to stop conversation

Very loud jet roar overhead startles us. Dark, can't see it,
but the roar is excessive.
Loud jet overhead. long roar. Roar is continuing.
.continuing.. .continuing. Now it is louder again. What is
going on? It is circling? Growlers are pests. The Navy is a
bad neighbor.
LOUD JET banking over N Lopez Island- sound lasting
minutes! 3rd day in a row morning noon and night ...
A few jets this afternoon and now this evening. Very
disruptive and loud. So so so so tired of it
Loud jets flying above, almost sounds like they are circling
around and around. Very disturbing.
ANOTHER loud jet roaring overhead. Clearly a Growler, or
maybe two. It is dark so I cannot see, but the deep and
lengthy roar is the signature. There is a WALL of noise in
our home right now.
Several times today jet noise disrupted ongoing classes.
Even tonight at 8:13 pm more noise entered our home
2 planes flying in formation - really hurt my ears and
vibrated my chest
Overflights averaging 77 dBA inside the house
Extremely loud roaring, but even worse is booming effect,
creating inner ear disturbance and disequilibrium. Painful.
The inner ear effect lasts longer than the booming.
Overflights. Every few minutes. Surely there must be a way
to land at NASWI without overflying Lopez Island.

Overflight - SE Lopez - 94.6 inside the house. There is no
doubt that this kind of noise causes stress. I wish we could
make Murray, Cantwell and Larsen's home sound like this.
They would surely take action and not subject their families
to this!

LOUD jet noise filling the sky!
Saw Growler jet below clouds. So loud I had to cover my
ears. The noise was painful.

Overflights : again and again and again.

Periodic noise, apparently takeoffs from NAS Whidbey.
Walls, windows, and items inside house rattling loudly. Very
loud low frequency jet noise.

This sounds like engine testing at 9:27pm!???????? WHY?

"obscured, disconcerting and disruptive

Super loud jet above our home. Lots of clouds so I can't see
it. But it has a long and deep roar. Made me think
something was wrong with the dishwasher it was so loud.

all birds flew away"

All morning from 8:55 am, Growlers started our day with
disruptive loud blasts from their practice on Ault field.
Depression sets in knowing this invasive noise will impact
our day, disturbing all concentration and sense of well
being.
Just after making one noise report, here I am with another.
ANOTHER loud jet roared overhead. Disturbing.

Extraordinarily loud jet noise just rammed into my home.Jet
above in the clouds.Startled me and distracted me from a
report I am writing that requires data analysis.As I write this
the roaring is continuing, continuing. Still going.A full
minute.
Now flying BELOW the cloud we have TWO growler jets
screaming their roar into my home (office) and into my
head. I am trying to WORK!!!! The sky above my home
seems to be a jet racetrack. Obnoxious.

Incredibly loud jet; I'm in class and couldn't hear or talk.
Completely disrupted my work.

Jets screaming across the sky!!!

Loud jet overhead with the extended roaring of the
Growler. Unlike commercial jets or small planes, the
growler's roar is long, deep, rolling, and penetrating. As if it
will never go away.

Husband returning from cancer treatment doe NOT need
this disruption of peace and tranquility. You guys are
causing cancer and this is NOT protcting us!

A really giant jet roar going on right now. Distracted me
from what I am trying to write. This roar long and echoing
in the sky.
Again?! All day long. I hate the Navy. I hate our military. I
wish they'd go away forever

Pretty much all day loud noise and rumble

Very noisy in the skies. Lots of loud jet roaring from
Whidbey. 8:20pm.
Loud rumble and vibrations disrupting peace and train of
thought. This happened several times during the day as
well.

A very loud jet roaring over us at 8:28pm. The noise
competed with the television, that's how loud it is.

Jet roaring this morning (Saturday) and now. Skies are filled
with jet roaring.

Jet noise so loud we had to turn our tv up!

The jets are roaring in the sky this Saturday afternoon. One
would hope to be outside but the noise is too abusive.

So loud that it felt like a plane was going to hit the house.
Totally disrupted all!
Planes flying a lot today at work in Alec Bay and at home
next to the school. Very loud.
Out for a walk. Hoping to have a quiet walk. BLASTS AT
8:39am, 9:07am, 9:55am - IS MITIGATION EVEN POSSIBLE?
Low flying Growler aircraft with gear down
When I can hear a jet while in my home, windows and
doors shut, and the TV and dishwasher going, I know
something is wrong. I can't hear the commercial jets, but I
can hear those Navy jets which are just too loud and
disruptive. Like right now.
Flyover my house multiple times during the morning
Growler jet flying below clouds. Deafening roar. Seabirds
scattering.
Military jet circling above clouds
very loud - i could not have a conversation in my house and
had to wait and finish our conversation after the planes
flew over. Hurt my ears.
Chadwick Marsh - The Growler BLASTS HAPPEN AND ALL
THE BIRDS RISE OUT OF THE MARSH. Thank you Larsen ,
Murray and Cantwell. Sure, they care about our
environment.

very loud - could not talk in the house - the noise was
deafening
Saturday, March 4: Walking because Growlers are not
scheduled to fly today. Actually registered 86.4 decibels - A
scale. Moments later, 10:14am 76.4. You can actually feel
the sound pressure coming before it's audible. then the
body shakes.
Saturday, March 4, Still roaring - not scheduled to be flying but they are. Huge Blasts. Good to let tourists hear what we
have to live with all week.
MARCH 4, Saturday: Still roaring. recorded 82.6 decibels - A
scale - inside the house.
5 March 2017: WAKE UP BLAST at 8:02am on A SUNDAY.
72.3 decibels on the A scale. LOUD!!!!
March 5, Sunday: Yet another GROWLER BLAST, reminding
us that we are collateral damage for the Growler mission at
NASWI. Larsen, Murray, Cantwell support the Growlers. . .
not us
As usual, interrupting work. When do we get compensated
by the Navy for lost work time?
Did not see aircraft because I was in my house with all the
doors and windows closed but the rumble and noise made
me stop what I was doing to try to see the aircraft and to
report it. Due to low clouds I could not see the jet.

Two fighter jets right over head

LOUD and long jet noise!

It is easier to ask for forgiveness than it is to ask for
permission - well, the Navy did NOT ask for nor get my
permission to fly over or so close to my property to disrupt
peace and activities. And the Navy won't get my forgiveness
either.

Very loud even from inside the home with all doors and
windows shut tight.

Monday March 6: Growlers not scheduled for FCLP BUT,
they are flying. At 11:08am 2 Growlers flying overhead.
Deafening.
At Pt. Colville (National Monument) The noise was
obnoxious. 5 tourists arrived and left immediately - They
were astounded that the Navy is allowed to do this in this
area.
Overflight of 2 Growlers flying SW. . . ripping the sky noise.
Extremely loud jet going over; disrupted work (again!). The
sound is so stressful, especially when it interrupts what I'm
doing.
Here we go again - another LOUD jet overhead - I can hear
these jets for over 3 minutes in their current pattern!
RIDICULOUS!
Deafening noise ripped through the house, interrupted my
work, at least 2 jets.
Ongoing noise for 4 minutes, drowned out music playing in
home
another FLY OVER!
(&*^(&(%^%$#$#@@!

Mulitple F-18's on fly overs. Loud and disrupted work
activity.
All day loud jets overhead on a flight pattern that makes
noise for over 3 minutes!
Saw lights of at least one airplane and heard very loud noise
as jet went over my house
A repeated reminder that the skies are NOT peaceful over
Lopez Island because of the intermittent fly-overs
Growler circling overhead loud blasts interrupting phone
call
working in alec bay park and the jets flew over all day long very disturbing/could not hear instructions given to me and
had to listen to the noise all day - went home with a
headache.
The day begins with Growler noise. The house vibrates
Walking. Huge Growler Blast!
Tuesday, 7 mar 2017. FCLP's scheduled for this afternoon.
Are they starting early? Extremely loud doesn't begin to
describe this noise and the intrusion on the top of Chadwick
Hill!
Tuesday, March 7, 2017: Overflight of 2 Growlers - truly
deafening - right over Agate Beach Park and Iceberg. A
family visiting with small children were frightened by the
huge noise.

Steady roar of FCLP's in the 65 - 70 dBA range.
Landing after FCLP'S ? I wonder why they can't land quietly
when they are done?

saw it heading WNW, VERY loud indoors - disruptive. Made
me upset, angry.
Very low flying Growler below 1000 ft, ears still ringing.

Steady noise - Noise canceling head phones are not enough
today! Time to leave home and try for quiet.

Not the first today. Low rumbles and loud

70dBA in the house.

Repeated rumble and vibration clear up here! It must be
the low cloud ceiling.

"7 March 2017, Tuesday:
fclp's roaring for another hour. Approximately 10.5 hours
of noise today."
Jet noise for much of the morning. Can't get any work done.
When will the Navy compensate us for lost work time?

Loud jet overhead!

Low rumble , heard indoors.
Loud overflight of F-18 disrupted conversation inside of
house.

Loud fly-over disrupted class with small children

For a full hour from 7:13pm and now continuing Growler
flying causing noise pollution over north Lopez. Unsettling.

Very loud screaming jet(s) just above low cloud cover, flying
SE to NW over American Camp

Super loud/hurt my ears - coming out of the "Got
Green"event to booming noise and disturbance.

Wed, 8 Mar 17: Growlers scheduled for evening FCLP but
here they are - with deep rumbles and over flights at 10
and 10:11am AND 10:12am with decibels around 91dBA.

At regular intervals since noon. Growlers overhead at low
altitude. Extremely loud jet noise, especially low
frequencies. Walls ate shaking like a minor earhquake.

8 mar 17, Wednesday, Growlers are scheduled to fly FCLP
this evening but clearly their comings and goings are just as
disruptive 79 - 89 Decibels in the house!

The noise is always disruptive. It seems Naval personal have
become deaf!

Maybe this is early FCLP? At 2:30 an amazing quiet. Then at
3:30 they are back. Grim

Continuous loud blasts erupting from across the water from
NAS Whidbey, shattering my ability to concentrate and
work on my writing project.

8 mar 17, Wed, Deep rumbles - somehow different than
usual then an over flight at 6:25pm

Hard to concentrate with background rumbling.

More loud low freq noise

Jet noise all afternoon. Stressful and interrupts my work
frequently.

Low altitude, low airspeed, very high thrust. Aircraft was in
clouds, but must havd been in a very high drag
configuration. Was directly overhead, or nearly so. Noise
painful.
House-shaking roar began 11:30 AM, then numerous
repeats of this disturbing sound over several hours- still
occurring as i write. Working at my computer is not possible
while this continues- concentration is interrupted, creative
work impossible!

I'm not at all convinced we need jets like this. I hate the
noise and hate paying for them. Time to STOP!
Low flying Growler aircraft
Very low cloud cover so unable to see aircraft but definitely
Growler - blasted over us.
Re-filing this with correct date - I used 03-11-2017 by
mistake. Flying NE saw aircraft - Growler - So loud it was
very upsetting - disruptive.

Hideously loud blasts from across the water startling me
and upsetting my digestion because of the ongoing Noise.

all day long noise on and off - very loud and rumbling - my
body was vibrating

Multiple planes overhead for last 5 minutes. Incredibly
loud.

A barrage of loud noise intermittently throughout the day
and evening

Loud enough that I had to discontinue my phone
conversation even from inside the house with all doors and
windows closed.

9 Mar 17, Thursday: The worst noise door ever. 7.5 hours
with only brief spaces of quiet. I went N. on Lopez to
escape the noise. Growlers were over flying N. Lopez - This
is insane. 35 noise incidents noted. Insane!

More rattling windows and walls Conversation interrupted
Intermittent rumble and blasts
Loud rumble heard indoors over TV and heavy rain
Rumbling & Vibration awoke from sleep, shaking house,
intermittent thruout day
It's been so nice to have a little peace at times in the last
week, but the china-rumbling roar is back. What a bad
neighbor the Navy is.
Low flying Growler aircraft, extremely loud over our house
Low flying Growler aircraft 2 of them, likely with gear down

noise all day long. I was working in my office and could
hear the noise inside my house - exhausting.
More distant rumble today, but enough to be constantly
reminded of war-like activities
10 mar 17, Friday: FCLP's west wind. the noise is there but
actually not too bad. The West wind is our friend.
Why are there SOOO many jets today. Continuous. I am
starting physical therapy next week due to tension from the
jets noise. STOP IT!!!!

Sometimes extremely loud roaring. Much distant roaring.
Sometimes horrible inner ear sensations, rattling my ear
drums. Extremely unpleasant, painful.

A few breaks in the day. 10 hours with a few breaks. It's so
stressful when the noise day is this long. When the quiet
finally comes it's like a huge weight is lifted.

Another day of constant, endless noise from Whidbey NAS.
Will weekends become our only days of brief relief from
this debilitating exposure to health-wrecking effects from
EXTREMELY LOUD JET NOISE?

Today after 10 hours of FCLP noise we are awakened by a
GIANT Growler BLAST at 11:25PM. WHY? Larsen, Murray
Cantwell should awakened like this.

very low, loud
Loud jet noise disturbing my time at home

House shaking, massive low-frequency sound penetrating
us and our surroundings, from Whidbey NAS. We must
continue documenting this abuse of military power that
affects our lives and our community.

Couldnt hear movie or phone converstions this afternoon
and evening

Spoiled the first sunny walk in days

Extremely loud. Had to cover ears on walk out of doors.

Flight pattern RIGHT OVER MY HOME - it feels like I'm at the
end of an airport runway! Jet after jet!

Taking a walk on our land with visitors- conversations
interrupted continuously.
Interrupted my evening prayer practice. Stressful. Noise
pollution extended over 4 min.

Strong vibration in house structure, loud low frequency
noise. Headache is getting worse.
2 jets SHOCKINGLY LIW just flew over me!

Had to TURN UP OUR TV DUE TO VERY VERY LOUD JET
FLYING OVER north Lopez lasting for many minutes!!!!!
This is ridiculous ...

"The jets were so loud today that my ears were hurting. we
had to stop a movie we were watching because we could
not hear the film.

Closest of several loud passes today. Slow, near, and loud.

the noise was exhausing."

Loud overflight stopped an outdoor conversation.

with intervals the air fills with noise that destroys peace and
quiet.

All conversation had to come to a stop since none could be
heard.
I live in Lopez Village. Last night I thought a Navy Growler
was about to land at the Lopez Clinic to med-evac someone.

14 March 2017, Scheduled to fly FCLP evening and night.
Instead it seems they shifted to morning and did not alert
us. A final blast at 5:12pm. Our homes are not places of
peace anymore.

Very painful sensations from roaring. Very painful inner ear
effects. Vibrations from roaring affect the whole body.
Deeply disturbing. Earmuffs do not lessen the inner ear
effects. Noise and vibration are AWFUL.
ongoing, intermittent from 3-13, occasional rumbling,
shaking inside structure, extremely loud.
Much long distance rumbling. Very disturbing
Loud sustained blasts at regular intervals throughout the
morning into early afternoon. 74 dbC to 92 dbC measured
inside our house. Hard to concentrate on normal activities.
The debilitating "NEW NORMAL" for residents of Lopez
Island?
bothersome to a meeting with potential donors to our
organization
Very loud overflight, two F-18's in formation with wheels
down flying east to west right this land.
2 jets flying over south Lopez in tandem waiting resources
that could be better spent on health care or public schools

Lots of noise, constant rumbles. Saw one jet clearly today.
Saw two yesterday.
Another spoiled walk with growler noise lasting over 1 hr,
overcoming all of Spring's natural soundsSpring's natural
sounds
It is now become a day after day, ongoing noise ride. Do
not know how much longer I can survive it. I am not o.k.
Another NOISY day here in North Lopez! Plane after plane
doing circles over us! Very unsettling for humans and
animals. The third jet coming over just now. The noise
frightens my old dog - she's shaking !!! :-(
Multiple fly overs that produced extreme noise dissruption
both inside and outside the home....very loud!
multiple very loud growler flights separated by 5 minutes or
so.
saw it heading NE, disruptively loud.
More jets

Horrible loud noise

Numerous low level growler flights. Very loud and
disturbing all afternoon.

Another jet disrupted my work

Low flying Growler aircraft

Invasion of jets!

Sleep disturbed

Awful noise disruption in my house. Deafening - noise goes
on for several minutes.

Loud pass nearby

Noise pollution from jet awful stressful.
Terrible noise pollution. Stressful!
Very loud - like standing behind plane taking off at SeaTac
runway.

observed Growler flying south to north over McKaye Harbor
and north along west shoreline of Lopez Island
Several times during the day overflying jet noise disrupted
classes and other activities at our home.

Extremely loud - vibration and disruption. The jets flew for
a long time today - so very disturbing and exhausting.

Deafening NOISE from jet overhead for 2 minutes. The
sound shocked me as I am outside and it was so LOUD

A number of Growlers flying one after another from south
to north over Lopez Island

EXTREMELY LOUD! RATTLES YOUR BRAIN!

Awakened husband and myself from sleep! Growler was
flying over the neighborhood.
Showing a prospective donor foundation our farm, and had
to stop talking due to sound. It happened three times that
afternoon, at two different farms mid-island on Lopez. I
could clearly see the plane. They were lower than usual. I
had to cover my ea
15 March 2017, This is the 3rd day of heavy Growler flights.
So stressful to not be able to block out the noise
Still Growling
15 mar 17: Huge noise day. 5:30pm, 87dBA inside house.
15 Mar 2017: Steady roars 7 - 9 pm - measuring 60 - 76.6
dBA inside the house. Completely crazy making.
Huge Blasting overflights. Finale?
Loud sustained blasts at regular intervals throughout the
morning into early afternoon. 74 dbC to 92 dbC measured
inside our house. Hard to concentrate on normal activities.
The debilitating " NEW NORMAL" for residents of Lopez
Island?
Jet overhead! Noise lasting minutes.
Low flying Growler aircraft with gear down
EXTREMELY LOUD NOISE DIRECTLY OVERHEAD1

2 VERY LOW FLING GROWLWERS followed by a 3rd jet just
flew over my HOME! Very unsettling and annoying!
I was on skype from Langley, WA, to downtown Lopez
Village for a meeting at the Fire Hall. I could no longer hear
the speaker inside the building because I could only hear
the Growlers overhead until they passed. The noise was so
intense inside.
16 mar 2017, Walking 95dBA outside. Crushingly loud. 3
minutes solid. Engine testing pointing at Lopez?
16 mar 2017, Thursday: Now the Growlers are coming back
from OLF. Again, Huge BLASTS. We all know they can land
quietly - and are choosing to land at night - making as much
noise as possible. Our windows are rattling.
Thursday, 16 mar 2017: Truly crushing sound. Makes being
outside very uncomfortable.
16 mar 2017. Low roar - anxious to get inside before it goes
into full blast.
16 mar 2017m Thursday: Loud takeoff roars. Probably
headed for OLF. SJC hears pretty much everything that
happens at AULT. Adding 36 more Growlers will be a
nightmare.
didn't see, only hear. very loud and rumbling, I'm sick in
bed, hate being woken up by that noise
Loud rumbling all morning. Made the birds stop singing,
and the dog is nervous. I can hear it inside.

Low flying Growler aircraft
Woke me from nap
"No sleeping in this Saturday.
Loud low frequency noise, sounds like takeoffs at NASW"
The navy does not seem to understand or care their
activities are ALWAYS disruptive!
Another peaceful morning shot.
Excessive rumbling and vibration of my house, disrupting
my work
Loud rumbling and vibrations of house from growler
takeoff, disturbing my work
Third pass, much louder than the last two since 12:20pm. I
could feel th rumble in my body.
The noise has occurred several times today. It's like a loud
thunder that scares my dog and it hurts my hearing so
much it gives me a headache.
Low rumbling
Since around 10:30 this morning there have been up to 5
min every 10 minutes of a roaring vibration noise that is
painful inside your head. This can't be a healthy
environment to be outside in!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Intermittently throughout the day and evening a barrage of
loud rumble and noise vibrating our eardrums and rocking
our bones
The day begins with a huge GROWLER BLAST!

17 mar 2015, Friday: 5 GIANT ROARS. 75 - 80 DECIBELS
INSIDE THE HOUSE
Friday, March 17: Overflight of 2 Growlers. Huge pressure
waves. 90 decibels outside.
Blast after Blast - 80 decibels inside the house
Much louder than usual for our property.
several close very loud planes which could wake the dead.
Have some human decency . We are not the enemy, we are
your neighbor
Sunday night dinner with friends interrupted by huge blast
of noise from Whidbey NAS. No respite- not even on a
Sunday evening.
Walking at Point Colville with friends visiting. Then an ear
shattering flyover by a Growler. Nice compliment to a
peaceful walk on the San Juan Islads National Park...not!
Sunday, A huge BLAST to start the day!
3 REALLY BIG BLASTS. House is vibrating. They have to do
this on a Sunday night ?????
Loud rumble
Loud rumble
Whole house is shaking from overhead jets. Deeply
disturbing physical sensations.
The china rattling rumble resumes. This is really unpleasant.
Where are the promised hush barns?
Loud wall of sound occurring at regular intervals, engine
run-ups (or FCLP's) at Ault Field, Whidbey NAS. Shook
house, penetrated our bodies. peak sound leves measured

at 78 db C scale. Another day of health-threatening
exposure from the NAVY.

Roaring, house shaking, noise affects inner ear. Painful and
disturbing.

fly-overs throughout the day and evening until past 22:00
hours. No peace again today.

All activity requiring concentration is impossible, with wall
of noise events going on throughout the morning. Our
federal representatives have failed us, and continue to
ignore the deleterious effects of Growler training practices
at Whidbey NAS on

Constant low frequency loud rumble. Enough to drive a
person crazy. Made me angry.
Monday, 20 March 2017: Sounds like Growler takeoffs.
Roughly 76 decibels
Monday, March 17, 2017: Overflight of 2 Growlers Amazingly loud outside. Can feel the noise pressure.
Monday 20 March 2017: Another crushing overflight. So,
so loud outside.

Loud constant rumblings from jet aircraft. Very disturbing.
Can be heard inside building. Makes me angry as hell
Rumbling I can hear inside with the windows closed.
Disturbing.
Noise over the tv

20 Mar 2017: A night of ROARING. FCLP's at Ault Field.

Several loud over flights. Disrupted indoor activities

RUMBLE RUMBLE another NOISY day on northwest coast of
Lopez Island!

Get a grip RICK LARSON - YOUR GROWLER PROJECT NOISE
POLUTION AT THIS HOUR of night.

Earthshaking blasts from Whidbey NAS to start the day,
continuing without end. Being pounded mercilessly by
invasive, harmful noise... The Navy is hurting U.S. citizens
on a daily basis. Shame on them.

LOW flying Growler overhead! Another Growler overhead
while I type this!!

Windows in our house were vibrating
"Hideous noise from 3 jets flying screaming over Lopez.
Trying in vain to take quiet peaceful evening walk. Rep
Larson supports the Growler program must never be reelected for destroying

From 3/22 to 3/24 (today) the jet noise has been super
disruptive and extremely loud. Last night during dinner we
had to suspend conversation and hold hands over our ears.
In the last few days we have had noise so loud that it hurts.
Please stop.

our peace!"

Low flying Growler aircraft

Loud over flight. Totally disrupted and stop conversation
inside our home.

Low flying Growler aircraft

Loud!!!
very low flyby

Horrible screaming jets at 8pm! North end of Lopez. LIKE
THE BLUE ANGELS OUT HERE! Thank you Rep Rick Larson
for this noise pollution!!!
Two overflights, close together of F-18's. Very loud.
Disrupted conversation inside.

Terrible LOUD JET OVERHEAD last night and now - so loud it
drowned out my loud music!
Is your pilot lost. What is he or she doing over Shaw Island.
I have a GPS the pilot can borrow.
Night time

Buzzed by low-flying growler. Earsplitting, bone rattling,
awful. This would be illegal if a private person did it.

Second low flying Growler aircraft, disrupting my quiet
evening

Extremely low flying jet, several passes, directly overhead.
Large aircraft, not jets landing in Friday Harbor. Extremely
loud.

unbelievable blast I run an accomodation business-guests
are very disturbed by noise-asking what is it?

At regular intervals all evening. Too loud for undisturbed
sleep.
Continuous ground rumble from WNAS from 7:45 until
now. Makes sleep difficult.
Low altitude, slow, high thrust, eastbound

Low flying Growler aircraft over my house, disrupting my
work
the jet that just went over hurt my ears and the constant
loud noise is causing me to get a headache today.

This constant rumble has been going on for many hours. My
ears drums are vibrating and I am very anxious

Could not talk to others, extremely loud low flying
Growlers. The Navy has millions of acres, please go
somewhere else!

Constant drone of aircraft all day long-- almost constant
from 7 am to 7 pm

Roaring and growling, hideous vibration rattles bones and
brain. That this is legal is inconceivable.

The noise is so intense that my pets are terrified, and
become sock. Unbearable! NOT OKAY!

Directly overhead. Low speed, high thrust. Very loud. This is
starting at 9:23 PM!!!

visible and very loud. enough to cover your ears for
protection

Low flying Growler aircraft, with gear likely down

awful noise for 10 minutes starting at 9:20pm
this is awful noise between 9:30 pm- 10:00 pm. Loud
enough so you can't converse

Once again, terrified my house pets.to extreme retreat.
Had to stopped all conversation..could not hear
ANYTHING..but intense roar! Unacceptable!
Three jets flew over our house. The third was low and loud.
I had trouble reporting this but hope this finally works.

Vibration shakes the floor of our home. Heard and felt over
TV noise.

Plane noise has been constant for about an hour, with
occasional loud rumbles and vibrations.

It's bedtime. The jets are roaring. This part of the country
has been identified as one of the few remaining quiet areas
in the world. Part of this recognition is how important it is
to have quiet places. Quiet is precious.

Very loud noise. Unable to sleep.

Low flying Growler aircraft with gear down

loudest sound I have ever heard from any source on this
island"

Very loud jet noise in the skies tonight
Extremely LOUD jet overhead, disrupts evening readiness
for sleep. 10:13pm. Sounds like a loud growler
There is a VERY LOUD ROARING jet overhead. 10:16pm.
The NAVY clearly regards us as unimportant. Collateral
damage as they play war games. Noise at this time of night,
or anytime should be prohibited.
Asleep. Awakened by a loud aircraft overhead. Long roar.
Made a note to report it today.
Jet at 1000ft caused pictures to shift
Extremely loud woke us up close to house

The jets flew over late ar nighr
"very cloudy/rain

So now after a morning of jet roaring vibrations penetrating
our home, we now have jets roaring above us. growlers
with the signature never-ending ROAR that over-rides all
households sounds.
SO loud and so long. MY body wanted to scream
"3 jets in last 5 minutes!
#Trumps Navy"
We are currently being BUZZED by a growler. The sound is
deafening. We live in a war zone. Is that what Rep Larsen
wants? Who is he representing? The navy or the residents?

Multiple overflights disrupting sleep.

Another loud jet roaring overhead. Long growl. Very
annoying and disruptive.

I was awakened by very loud jet noise over my house, and
struggled to get back to sleep

I know the sound of Growlers and this was most likely one
of them!

This loud growler was loud enough to wake me up from my
much needed sleep
Very low and loud twice
Walking to Watmough, very loud, disruptive noise from
Whidbey NAS. Hard to enjoy the walk.

